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1st day of a new course

Greeting and activity name



What do you know about 
Florence?

https://create.kahoot.it/share/formacion-florencia/4f762
942-696c-40fd-a93f-e1c46f35737a



Positive education

Susan Gagliano



Positive 
Psychology

Good life is a process, not a 
state of being. It is a direction 
not a destination

Positive Psychology draws on 
the scientific method to 
understand the factors and 
conditions that allow people, 
groups and institutions to 
function optimally.



Abraham Maslow
(An optimistic
 view of
humans)



A Paradigm Shift

While the study of mental  disorders has contributed 
significantly to the well-being and the mental health 
of humanity, Seligman’s shift in focus brought about 
a new kind of question: 

“WHAT’S RIGHT WITH YOU?”



Strength is as 
important as 
weakness

● At school we tend to 
mark answers “wrong”, 
we tend to discuss what 
needs to be improved, 
we comment on what’s 
not working, we focus 
on deficits 

● We need to focus on 
what is going well

● What strengths can we 
use to support our 
moment of difficulty?



What thoughts 
and feelings 
remained after 
our lesson?

THOUGHTS

Another point of view of students

Students are the center of learning

It offered us a positive point of view

FEELINGS

Comfortable

Accepted

Relaxed

Safe



The PERMA 
model by 
Seligman

Our well-being is a 

result of these 

ingredients



Human positive 
emotions

Fredrickson, 2009

The first step towards 
Positive Emotions is to 
learn to listen to your 
emotions and feel them 
so that you can identify 
them.



How we introduce a new topic: KWL Chart



Questions to ask 
students 

● What struck you about 
today’s lesson?

● What are you curious to 
know more about?

● How do you want to 
grow?

● How do you feel when 
you are in class? 



Teacher 
stress 
and 
burnout



You get 2 months 
holiday in the 
summer!

How many times do we have to hear this?

Next time just answer:

“It’s not a holiday. It’s convalescence.”



BURNOUT AND JOB 
STRESS
Components of Burnout:
● Burnout and job stress need to be talked 

about openly, like any other professional 
hazard

● Burnout is a series of psychological and 
behavioral manifestations which mainly 
occur in helping professions. Such 
manifestations can be grouped into three 
components:
○ Emotional exhaustion: feeling tired and 

fatigued
○ Depersonalization: becoming uncaring or 

hostile to others
○ Reduce personal accomplishment: feeling like 

your work has little to no meaning.



How can I 
prevent 
everyday stress?

Taking care of yourself you 
take care of the others

What I can do

What I Know how to do

What is ok for me

What is possible for me



How can the school  prevent 
burnout?

● Workshops
● Group activities 

focused on sharing
● Mindfulness
● Informal as well as 

formal discussions

What are your ideas to prevent 
burnout?

Jamboard

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1w
fSOukaCqnzSH3OKb_cNQq860-ip
Mbk7szuLIGL6uZw/viewer?f=0

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1wfSOukaCqnzSH3OKb_cNQq860-ipMbk7szuLIGL6uZw/viewer?f=0
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1wfSOukaCqnzSH3OKb_cNQq860-ipMbk7szuLIGL6uZw/viewer?f=0
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1wfSOukaCqnzSH3OKb_cNQq860-ipMbk7szuLIGL6uZw/viewer?f=0


Coffee break



gonoodle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2iF7lCevkM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2iF7lCevkM


Collaboration and 
cooperative 
learning
“Think of yourself less as a teacher and more as a 
designer of meaningful experiences”
 ( Norman Eng )



What words does 
cooperative work suggests to 
you?

● Opportunity
● To share
● To discuss
● Respect
● Communication
● Feel alive

● https://www.mentimeter.com/s/
911919648bf5536753ecc4b52
dd528e0/79691056df04

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/911919648bf5536753ecc4b52dd528e0/79691056df04
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/911919648bf5536753ecc4b52dd528e0/79691056df04
https://www.mentimeter.com/s/911919648bf5536753ecc4b52dd528e0/79691056df04


“We learn about 
ourselves when we 
interact with others”
Susan Gagliano

● Group work which is active, social, 
contextual, engaging and student -created 
has been proven to generate deeper 
learning

● It satisfies their natural need for 
socialization, communication and contact.



Is it always a good 
idea?
● Although collaborative task work has 

many positive aspects, too much of it 
can create some problems. Be aware 
that sometimes your students need and 
want to work alone.

● Your more introverted students needs 
should be respected as well.



What do you wish 
your classroom 

look like?



THINK -PAIR-SHARE ● PLAN SOME QUICK 
AND EASY 
ACTIVITIES FOR 
TWO 

● It helps students to 
think individually 
about a topic or 
answer to a question.

● It teaches students to 
share ideas with 
classmates and it 
builds oral 
communication skills.

● It helps focus 
attention and engage 
students on 
comprehending the 
reading material.

 



Jigsaw Method

The Jigsaw Method is an amazing 
way to get  your kids to read, 
summarize, plan, verbalize what 
they have understood, listen to 
others, reformulate, write, teach 
others 



After a collaborative task 
ask these questions:
● How was it?
● What happened?
● What worked?
● What would you do 

differently next time?

● What surprised you?



Communication

What does this word suggest you?



One cannot not 
communicate

Every behavior is a form of communication



What happens in good 
communication?

“People may 
hear your 

words, but 
they feel your 
attitude” John C. 

Maxwell

● Personal emotion 
management

● The emotional and 
rational management 
of conflict

● The ability to 
recognise other 
people’s emotions

● The ability to listen



The emotions of 
comunication
Anger is often the most visible of strong 
emotions, and we as a teachers tend to 
focus on it, react to it, silence it, punish it or 
be afraid of it

But anger is often just the strongest 
emotion that we see, but it isn’t necessarily 
the true emotion.



Assertive communication
Are you like a Turtle, a Tiger or an Owl?



Owl
● Wise, calm and 

collected, more 
observant than reactive.

● Use “I” statements
● Sensitive and caring to 

both self and others
● Respectful to self and 

others
● Feels secure, confident 

and loving

Tiger

● Rude, bossy and 
controlling of others

● Insensitive to others
● Disrespectful to others
● Feels superior, easily 

gets angry, hiding the 
insecurity inside 

Turtle

● Hides, avoids, fearful of 
the rejection or the anger 
of others

● Very sensitive to 
disapproval and rejection

● Disrespectful to oneself
● Often feels anxious, sad, 

isolate and misunderstood.



Assertive communication
Assertive communicators clearly state their 
opinions and feelings, and maintain healthy 
boundaries around what they can do, what they 
can’t do, what they are ok with and what they are 
not. They are aware of their emotional, physical 
and relational needs and are interested in those 
others. 



Listening to the meaning behind the words

They say this:

● “You always blame me!”

● “I think my child needs a different 
approach”

● “We’ve always done things this way  
at our school “

But they pro probably mean this: 
 

● “ You have a negative idea of me and it hurts “

● “I’m worried that my child is lost/ is 
unmotivated”

● “Change is scary “



Mindfullness
“ We need time, we need breath “ Susan Gagliano



Collage
- Reflect on what you need in order to take care 

of yourself
- Reflect on how you want to finish the school 

year
- Reflect upon your future goals that make you 

feel ALIVE!



Thank you!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Y_xPb-1253sgLUmqVCSuIEu5rW6rRlBO/preview

